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President’s Report 
 
 
The 2018-19 financial year has seen the completion of primary weeding on 

the three properties given to Cumberland Land Conservancy by the 

Commonwealth Government. Funding for that work was provided by the 

Commonwealth Government under the 20 Million Trees Program.  
 

That funding has ceased but Commonwealth Member for Lindsay, Melissa McIntosh, saw the need to 

build on the primary work and obtained funding for continued work on the three Commonwealth 

gifted properties and the TransGrid gifted property for three years from late 2019. 
 
During the course of the 2018-19 year, Greater Sydney Local Land Services provided much 

appreciated funding to tackle some primary weeding of Lantana on the TransGrid gifted 

property (‘Wombat’) at Regentville. We also successfully negotiated with the NSW Biodiversity 

Conservation Trust to have a Conservation Agreement established (in perpetuity) on the land 

title for that property. 
 

The situation is, at time of writing this report, that Cumberland Land Conservancy Inc has played a key 

role in rescuing four stands of Commonwealth EPBC Act and NSW Biodiversity Conservation Act listed 

ecological communities for conservation management in perpetuity.  
 

As with last year we are grateful to the Commonwealth Government, particularly former 

Environment Minister, The Hon Greg Hunt MP, who captured the vision and enabled 

Cumberland Land Conservancy Inc to acquire three of the properties now in our ownership. We 

also thank former Member for Lindsay, Fiona Scott, for past support with Greg Hunt and we 

thank Melissa McIntosh for her immediate and anticipated ongoing support. I extend my sincere 

thanks to TransGrid for gifting the property 'Wombat' to us for environmental stewardship; 

Tanya Davies, Member for Mulgoa; Greater Sydney Local Land Services and Hally Labels for their 

role in grants/donations in 2018/19 for conservation management of the latter mentioned 

property. 
 

Perpetuity is ongoing. It requires enthusiasm and commitment of members of Cumberland 

Land Conservancy Inc to manage all properties in our ownership not as a passing interest but 

for the long haul. I am confident we can do this and we can present Cumberland Land 

Conservancy Inc as a model and reference for effective conservation management of the 

nation’s natural heritage as it exists on the Cumberland Plain of Sydney. 

 
 
 
 
 
President 
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Our Purpose 
 
 
 

Cumberland Land Conservancy Inc (CLC) is a 

volunteer operated not-for-profit charity 

dedicated to acquiring land for conservation. 

Our principal focus is on the ‘Cumberland 

Plain’ of Sydney, one of the most heavily 

cleared landscapes in Australia. This region is 

now being cleared and developed at an even 

more rapid rate than before and with 

insufficient priority toward conserving key 

linkages. 

empowering the community while 

partnering with government and business to 

set a new standard in conservation land 

management. 
 

This work would not be possible without the 

support of our members and volunteers. Each 

CLC member is a co-owner in CLC properties 

and custodian on behalf of all the residents 

and wildlife of Western Sydney. 

 

CLC is a lead organisation successfully 

securing biodiversity corridors in this 

landscape. We strive to conserve the 

Cumberland Plain, engaging with and 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(above) The CLC property ‘Wallaroo’ is a key patch of Cumberland Plain Woodland © Mark Fuller/CLC 
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Who We Are 
 
 
CLC is a completely volunteer driven not-for-profit charity. Our executive committee are elected 

by popular vote at the Annual General Meeting. 
 

Our current office bearers are as follows: 
 

President – Wayne Olling Wayne brings a wealth of experience to the CLC 
having volunteered as an advocate for the Cumberland Plain environment with 
numerous conservation organisations for more than 20 years. In addition to his 
role for the CLC Wayne is Manager – Flora & Fauna with Blacktown & District 
Environment Group Inc. 

 
 
 

Vice President – Karen Barron Karen is a part-time Teacher of Natural Area 
Restoration and Conservation & Land Management at Richmond College TAFE 
and has vast experience and knowledge of restoration from working 
throughout the Cumberland Plain. Karen’s connection with CLC’s acquisition, 
‘Wombat’, goes back to the initial weed control program in late nineties. 

 
 
 
 

Treasurer – Dileeni Chanmugam Dileeni is a Fellow of the Institute of 
Chartered Management Accountants (CIMA - UK) and Fellow of the Certified 
Practising Accountants (CPA – Australia). Trained at Ernst & Young, Dili is 
currently serving in the Health Sector promoting safe and quality patient care 
through responsible financial management and, in a voluntary capacity, 
performing the vital role of Treasurer for CLC. 

 
 

Secretary and Public Officer – Antony Lewis Antony is a degree engineer in the 
food industry with a childhood background playing in Hunts Creek and Lake 
Parramatta. He is a long-time environment advocate who is also current 
Secretary of Blacktown & District Environment Group, and a community 
representative on Parramatta River Catchment Group and Blacktown Council 
Environment Advisory Committee. 

 
 

Scientific Officer – Peter Mobbs Peter Mobbs brings over 26 years of 
experience in bushland conservation & restoration. Peter was full time Teacher 
of Natural Area Restoration and Conservation & Land Management at 
Richmond College TAFE before retiring in December 2018.  
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Our Conservation Impact 
 
 
 

Our core purpose is the acquisition of land for 

conservation and especially the protection of 

wildlife corridors. The 2018/19 year brought 

successful primary weeding on the 49.61 ha of 

land under management. The land is owned 

by the members of CLC with each parcel 

subject to a Conservation Agreement with the 

NSW Biodiversity Conservation Trust to 

protect and restore native flora and wildlife. 
 

As suggested already, CLC has a particular 

focus on biodiversity corridors. Corridors are 

vital for maintaining connection between the 

small patches of habitat in the Cumberland 

Plain - none of which are of sufficient scale to 

survive in isolation. Corridors are also vital in 

providing links for migratory wildlife including 

a number of endangered bird species which 

rely on the Cumberland Plain. 
 

CLC targets acquisitions in the Cumberland 

Conservation Corridor, a corridor plan for the 

region developed by community volunteers & 

biodiversity experts. The Cumberland 

Conservation Corridor has been incorporated, 

largely unmodified, into the NSW 

Government's Biodiversity Investment 

Opportunity map for the Cumberland IBRA 

Subregion. 

CLC is the only organisation presently 

securing corridors in the Cumberland Plain. 
 

All of our properties now protect key links in 

the Cumberland Conservation Corridor. Our 

properties and their context in the corridor 

are shown in the map on page 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(above) The Scarlet Robin is a migrant between 

the Cumberland Plain and Blue Mountains. This 

vulnerable species (NSW) relies on east-west 

corridors, such as the one protected by the CLC 

property ‘Wombat’, for its survival © Mark 

Fuller/CLC 
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Conservation Property Portfolio 
 

Habitat protected forever... 
 

Property Area 
(hectares) 

Endangered Ecological Communities 
& Threatened Species 

‘Wallaroo’, Mulgoa 38.86 Cumberland Plain Woodland 
Cumberland Riverflat Eucalypt Forest 
Cumberland Plain Land Snail (Meridolum corneovirens) 
White-bellied Sea Eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) 
Varied Sittella (Daphoenositta chrysoptera) 
East-coast Freetail Bat (Mormopterus norfolkensis) 
Eastern Bent-winged Bat (Miniopterus schreibersii 
oceanensis) 
Fishing Bat (Myotis macropus) 
Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus) 
Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) 

‘Thornbill’, 
Agnes Banks 
(aka Bartolo) 

2.20 Cumberland Shale-Gravel Transition Forest 
Cumberland Plain Land Snail (Meridolum corneovirens) 
Gravel Pea (Dillwynia tenuifolia) 
Square-tailed Kite (Lophoictinia isura) 

‘Marsdenia’, Llandilo 3.75 Cumberland Plain Woodland 
Cumberland Plain Land Snail (Meridolum corneovirens) 
Native Pear (Marsdenia viridiflora subsp. viridiflora) 
Sydney Bush-pea (Pultenaea parviflora) 
Juniper-leaf Grevillea (Grevillea juniperina) 
Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus) 
 

‘Wombat’, 
Regentville 

4.80 Cumberland Plain Woodland 
Shale-Sandstone Transition Forest 
Dural Land Snail (Pommerhelix duralensis) 
Varied Sittella (Daphoenositta chrysoptera) 
Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus) 
 

Total area protected 49.61 
hectares 

14 threatened species 
  4 endangered ecological communities 
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‘Wombat’ 
 

‘Wombat’ is a gift to CLC by TransGid and is 

well endowed with canopy and a carpet of 

the native grass Microlaena stipoides. It is 

also rich in fauna activity including birds 

which inhabit and migrate between the 

eastern limits of the Blue Mountains and the 

western limits of the Cumberland Plain. 

The property is a key link between Blue 

Mountains National Park and Mulgoa Nature 

Reserve. These east-west links are critical to 

the annual migration of Scarlet, Flame and 

Rose Robins, which migrate from the Blue 

Mountains to the fertile Cumberland Plain 

each winter. 

 

The site includes endangered 

Shale-Sandstone Transition Forest, the 

endangered Dural Land Snail (Pommerhelix 

duralensis) the largest known population of 

the regionally rare wattle Acacia prominens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A wombat crosses beneath Mulgoa Road through 

the culvert (top); a Superb Fairy-wren (bottom) 

and Shale-Sandstone Transition forest (right) © 

Mark Fuller, Linda Brown & Peter Ridgeway/CLC                                                                                                        
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‘Wallaroo’ 
 

‘Wallaroo’ is a 38.86 hectare property at 

Mulgoa entrusted to CLC by the 

Commonwealth Government and the former 

NSW Nature Conservation Trust. ‘Wallaroo’ 

protects critically endangered Cumberland 

Plain Woodland, Cumberland River-flat 

Eucalypt Forest, Alluvial Woodland and eight 

endangered species. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Wallaroo’ was named after the Wallaroos that 

call this area home (above) and protects critically 

endangered Cumberland Plain Woodland (below) 

‘Wallaroo’ is a former grazing property and 

contains significant areas of exotic vegetation 

as well as other areas in need of weed and 

feral animal management. This site is the 

focus of our restoration efforts and 

community engagement. CLC has an 

equipment shed and toilet and we run regular 

volunteer working bees, wildlife surveys and 

education events at the site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The vulnerable Varied Sittella (above) at 

‘Wallaroo’ © Mark Fuller/CLC 
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‘Thornbill’  
 

‘Thornbill’ at Agnes Banks protects 2.2 

hectares of high conservation bushland in 

Sydney’s north west. The property forms part 

of a key corridor between the woodland on 

Western Sydney University Richmond Campus 

and the Agnes Banks Nature Reserve. 

This acquisition was entrusted to CLC by the 

Commonwealth Government and the former 

NSW Nature Conservation Trust. It protects 

Critically Endangered Shale-Gravel Transition 

Forest; Alluvial Woodland; the endangered 

Cumberland Plain Land Snail (Meridolum 

corneovirens) and the vulnerable Dillwynia 

tenuifolia. 
 

(right) The property protects a valuable population of the 

threatened Dillwynia tenuifolia; (left) The vulnerable 

Square-tailed Kite visits the Agnes Banks site; (below) 

Regenerating Shale-Gravel Transition Forest. © Mark 

Fuller/CLC 
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'Marsdenia' 
 

This Llandilo property is 3.75 ha of high 

conservation bushland and part of a key 

corridor between the Wianamatta Regional 

The site protects Critically Endangered 

Cumberland Plain Woodland and threatened 

flora including: 

 

Park and the Wianamatta Nature Reserve. It 

was entrusted to CLC in 2017 by the 

Commonwealth Government and former 

NSW Nature Conservation Trust. 
 

The site is located within the Richmond 

Woodlands Key Biodiversity Area (KBA) which 

protects the critically endangered Regent 

Honeyeater and Swift Parrot. 

 

● Cumberland Plain Land Snail 

(Endangered, NSW) 

● Grevillea juniperina subsp. juniperina 

(Vulnerable, NSW) 

● Marsdenia viridiflora var. viridiflora 

(Endangered population NSW) 

● Pultenaea parviflora (Endangered, 

NSW; Vulnerable Commonwealth) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Grevillea juniperina (above) and Cumberland Plain Woodland (below) at Llandilo © Peter Ridgeway/CLC 
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Restoring Our Properties 
 

CLC is developing new benchmarks for best 

practice conservation management & 

partnerships in the region. Our properties are 

each restored under a comprehensive Plan of 

Management developed in partnership with 

industry experts. 
 

Bush Regeneration 
 

Bush regeneration is a key activity on all our 

properties. Unlike weed control (for example 

brush mulching) bush regeneration focuses 

on enhancing the existing native species, 

generally using selective hand control of 

target weeds to tip the balance in the native’s 

favor. This is a slower process but one which 

produces lasting results and a resilient 

ecosystem.

CLC is grateful to the Australian Government and the 

Greater Sydney Local Land Services who have 

provided grant funding to assist in our bush 

regeneration. These funds employed professional 

bush regenerators who supplemented our ongoing 

Landcare efforts. CLC also acknowledges the Green 

Army teams whose work managed by Conservation 

Volunteers Australia helped recovery of 'Wallaroo' 

and 'Wombat' in 2016/17. 
 

At ’Thornbill’ (aka ‘Bartolo’) our bush 

regeneration was coordinated and assisted by 

Conservation Volunteers Australia until June 

2019 through a partnership

 

The majority of bush regeneration works are 

targeted at ‘Wallaroo’, our most historically 

impacted property. However, our other 

properties also include previously disturbed 

areas which are the focus of restoration - for 

example the front portion of ‘Thornbill’ and 

around the dam at ‘Wombat’. 
 

CLC is a registered and insured Landcare 

group and we host monthly bushcare 

activities – 1st Saturday at ‘Marsdenia’, 2nd 

Saturday at ‘Wallaroo’, 3rd Saturday at 

‘Wombat’ and 4th Saturday at ‘Thornbill’. 
 
 

Cumberland Plain Land Snail (left) 

African Love-Grass being composted to 

allow native grasses to recolonize 

‘Thornbill’ reserve (above) © Peter 

Ridgeway/CLC 
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Pest Management 
 

Pest management is important in protecting 

the wildlife of the Cumberland Plain. 

 

Foxes and deer are the main focus of CLC 

pest control. Foxes decimate native wildlife. 

Mange affected foxes can also transfer the 

disease to Wombats. Reducing fox presence 

on CLC properties is essential to our wildlife 

recovery program. 

 

Deer are an increasing problem in Greater 

Sydney. They are a road hazard and display 

aggressive and intimidating behavior to 

residents, livestock and native herbivores. 

Their antler rubbing and browsing damages 

native vegetation, garden trees, forestry and 

agricultural produce. 

 

‘Wallaroo’ and ‘Wombat’ have experienced 

much damage to native vegetation. To 

counter this CLC, has invested heavily in deer 

proof guards for plantings and commits to 

reduce deer numbers on its properties. 

 

CLC continues to engage with the community 

and work with stakeholders through the 

Mulgoa Vertebrate Pest Management Group 

(MVP Group) in association with Greater 

Sydney Local Land Services (GSLLS) to 

conduct well times vertebrate pest control.  

 

Although CLC’s operational pest management 

activities are restricted to ‘Wallaroo’ and 

‘Wombat’ we increase our broader reach by 

supporting public education about pest 

management. In July 2018, CLC hosted a fox 

trapping demonstration and, in February 

2019, a pest animal information event at 

‘Wallaroo’. Further, CLC obtained a Managing 

Established Pest Animals and Weeds (MEPAAW) 

grant from Landcare NSW to deliver a free deer 

information event for Landcarers, Local Government 

and property owners, in association with GSLLS and 

Greater Sydney Local Landcare Network. A deer 

identification pamphlet was developed as part of 

the project and is now used statewide. 36 people 

attended the event. 

 

Operations 

 
There were 2 fox baiting operations undertaken with   
1 bait taken during the Spring (Sept-Oct 2018) 
operation. Baits were taken at adjacent properties, 
these properties being recruited as a coordinated 
approach. Canid Pest Ejector (CPE) training was 
undertaken and CPE employed for the Autumn (April 
2019) program. The result was 1 CPE fired. 
 
The deer and fox ground shooting control programs 
were extended to ‘Wombat’ in 2018 making 6 
properties, in all, with close proximity to ‘Wallaroo’ 
involved. Extension of the operational area is key to 
better control as deer and fox ranges are greater than 
the 38ha of ‘Wallaroo’. 3 contractor operations and 3 
volunteer operations were conducted resulting in 6 
deer and 5 foxes being removed. 
 
CLC volunteers also undertook carp removal from 
Mulgoa Creek but the drought conditions and dried 
up creek reduced carp numbers. Only 1 carp was 
removed by volunteers. 
 
At ‘Marsdenia’ domestic pets are a threat to fauna so 
neighbours were invited to an information day and 
asked to prevent their pets accessing ‘Marsdenia’.   
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Fire Management 
 

Fire is a natural and necessary part of the 

Cumberland Plain ecosystems which have 

evolved in the presence of regular bushfire. 

These ecosystems have also been modified 

and managed by the fire practices of 

generations of Aboriginal custodians. 
 

Today, fire is a necessary tool in maintaining 

asset protection, ecological processes and 

Aboriginal cultural practices. 

CLC has developed a detailed Fire 
Management plan for each property in 
consultation with the Rural Fire Service and 
local Aboriginal community to address each of 
these needs. 
 

CLC currently undertakes ecological burns in 
collaboration with the Rural Fire Service and 
undertook a cultural burn in partnership with 
the Koori Firesticks program. No burns 
occurred in 2018/19 due to government 
requirements. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An ecological burn at ‘Wallaroo’ undertaken in collaboration with the RFS allows for regeneration of 

native flora species © Linda Brown/CLC 
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Wildlife Recovery 
 

‘Wallaroo’ is the largest CLC property and has 

the greatest historic habitat damage. CLC has 

worked with Australian National University 

and Greater Sydney Local Land Services to 

establish a quantitative baseline fauna survey 

and recommendations for returning fauna 

habitat to the site (see ‘Monitoring our 

Success’). 
 
 

An Eastern long-necked turtle suns itself on an 

artificial habitat island at ‘Wallaroo’, The artificial 

islands provide a safe refuge away from Foxes 

©Mark Fuller/CLC 
 

CLC responded to these studies by 

supplementing tree hollow habitat with 

arboreal habitat hollows in partnership with 

Sydney Arbor Trees and terrestrial hollow 

logs with Friendly Fred’s Arborists. In 2018/19  
habitat hollows were installed at ‘Wombat’ and 
‘Marsdenia’. Further, carefully planned corridor 
Plantings at ‘Wallaroo’ support the movement 
of small birds, mammals and reptiles between 
Mulgoa Creek and the woodland at ‘Wallaroo’.  
 
Terrestrial hollow logs were also installed  
at ‘Thornbill’ in hope of providing habitat for  
reptiles. 

 
 
A ‘habitat hollow’ created in a live tree provides 

roosting habitat for native microbat species at 

‘Wallaroo’ © Mark Fuller/CLC 

The floating islands installed in farm dams in 

the previous year continue to improve access 

for aquatic wildlife with Eastern long-necked 

Turtles periodically observed to make us of 

them as has the Little pied cormorant and 

White-necked heron. 
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Monitoring Our Success 
 

Monitoring and adapting our practices is key 

to the successful restoration of our 

ecosystems. 
 

Our regular monitoring includes weed density 

mapping, photo points, threatened species 

monitoring, native flora monitoring, and 

terrestrial wildlife survey (spotlighting and 

automated camera methods) and  

macroinvertebrate sampling. 
 

This work has already informed our property 

management and will become increasingly 

important as our restoration efforts progress 

over time. 
 

Vegetation Monitoring 
 

Monitoring vegetation health is key to 

assessing and adapting our bush regeneration 

programs, and it is important to choose the 

best tool for the job. 
 

For long term monitoring, photo points 

and transects with nested quadrats are 

used to assess canopy cover and plant 

species. In addition, we use the 

Checking for Change transects on 

‘Wallaroo’ and ‘Marsdenia’ to detect 

changes within a shorter timescale to 

allow us assess and adjust our work as 

we progress in restoring our properties. 

The Checking for Change methodology 

was developed by the CSIRO to provide 

land managers with a simple tool to 

monitor environmental land 

management impacts. This method is 

sensitive to changes in land 

management in a relatively short time-

frame (2 to 6 years) and focuses on 

ground-level indicators including 

groundcover, leaf litter, bare ground 

(interstitial space) and the invertebrate fauna. 
 

In 2018/19 we completed the second 

Checking for Change assessment. There is a 

trend toward more native plant species and  

Increased ground cover of native plants, a 

greater litter depth, better litter breakdown 

and higher number of invertebrates on CLC 

conservation properties compared to 

reference sites. The reference sites are in 

close proximity to CLC properties and have the 

same plant communities. The land use of the 

reference sites is comparable to what the CLC 

properties were used for prior to take-up and 

management for conservation e.g. light cattle 

grazing as reference point for ‘Wallaroo’ and 

road side vegetation as a reference point for 

‘Marsdenia’. 

 

 
Photo point at ‘Wallaroo’ top 2017 bottom 2019. © Linda 
Brown/CLC 
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Fauna Monitoring 
 

Photo monitoring has revealed the fox 

to prey ratio is decreasing which means 

the fox control of integrated baiting 

and ground shooting is having effect. 

The exotic browser (deer) ratio to 

native browser is also decreasing. The 

occurrence of 5 Eastern Grey 

Kangaroos to add to Wallaroos and 

Swamp Wallabies is a positive. 

 

 
Eastern Grey Kangaroos were recorded via motion 
censored cameras in 2018. ©L inda Brown/CLC 
 

 
 
Koala Monitoring 
 

A scat survey by volunteers in June 

recorded Koala scats on 'Wallaroo'. 

DNA testing by the University of 

Sydney confirmed the scat to be of a 

female chlamydia-free Koala. No Koala 

activity has been observed since then. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Soil Analysis 
 

Soil health plays a very important role in the 

recovery of habitats. Agricultural practices can alter 

soil character such as nutrient content, soil aeration 

and compaction, hindering the regeneration of 

native plants while favouring weed species. 
 

In 2017, CLC conducted a baseline soil 

chemical analysis to understand current soil 

properties and investigate approaches to 

improve soil health. This data will improve 

understanding of the ecosystem as a whole 

and will guide restoration of the property. 

 

In May 2019, CLC, in association with Greater 

Sydney Landcare Network, held a soil health 

workshop. It was well received. Soil testing 

revealed a lack of soil biota, likely due to 

drought conditions. Infiltration rates were 

good but compaction was an issue in some 

areas. CLC will measure pH in deeper soil 

because one core sample revealed slightly 

alkaline soil at a depth of 20cm – potentially 

detrimental to some native plants. 

 

 
Testing soil pH during the soil health workshop, volunteers 
on the left and agronomist Harry Rose who led the course 
on the right. ©L inda Brown/CLC 
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‘Streamwatch’ 
 

‘Wallaroo’ incorporates about 1km of 

Mulgoa Creek, a key regional waterbody. 

Monitoring this aquatic ecosystem requires 

regular measures of water quality, fish, and 

macroinvertebrates. 
 

CLC is a registered ‘Streamwatch’ group with 

Greater Sydney Landcare Network which 

took over the program from the Australian 

Museum.  
 

‘Streamwatch’ is a citizen science water 

quality monitoring program empowering 

community groups to monitor and protect the 

health of local waterways. 
 

CLC ‘Streamwatch’ volunteers undertake 

monthly (2nd Saturday) readings of water 

temperature, dissolved oxygen, phosphorous, 

conductivity, turbidity and pH. 
 

Participating volunteers learn how each 

parameter influences water quality and take 

an active part in the monitoring process. 

Once the data is collected it is entered into 

a database with the Australian Museum. 

 

Macroinvertebrate surveys were also 

conducted in the dams on ‘Wallaroo’. 

Surveys indicate diversity and abundance of 

macroinvertebrates was higher in the dams 

compared to the creek. This is likely due to 

predation by carp in the creek. Even though 

Dams are an artificial structure and a relic of 

Past land use they are an important 

biodiversity refuge for macroinvertebrates, 

native fish and aquatic plants. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLC volunteers sorting water bugs collected from   
Mulgoa Creek within ‘Wallaroo’ (top). Mayfly nymph 
(bottom) © Linda Brown/CLC 
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Bird Surveys (and other sightings) 
 
‘Wallaroo’ 
 
Monthly bird surveys recorded 105 species for 
2018/19 bringing the total for the site to 157 
since taking up ownership. Groups are usually 
4-8 ‘core’ members from Cumberland and 
Blue Mountains Bird Observers noting 
seasonal changes and recording species. This 
was done as a single group until January 2019 
when the site was divided into 9 vegetation 
zones. Data from this will help CLC micro 
manage and better identify habitat ‘hotspots’. 
 

There has been a change in Macropod ecology 
with a mob of 5 Eastern Grey Kangaroos 
joining the resident Common Wallaroo and 
Swamp Wallaby presence. All mobs are doing 
well and breeding within their species.  
 
‘Wombat’ 
 
Regular monthly surveys commenced January 
2019 and recorded 65 species for 2018/19. 
That makes an overall total of 86 species since 
take-up of the site. More important are the 
seasonal changes such as thousands of 
Honeyeaters using the ephemeral dam during 
Autumn migration or the ‘glade’ of cleared 
Lantana. These locations are biodiversity 
hotspots. Common Wombat activity prevails 
with scats and fresh burrows observed. 
 
‘Marsdenia’ and ‘Thornbill’ 
 
Surveys in August 2018, May and June 2019  
recorded 15 bird species which makes a total 
of 20 since surveys commenced. A large Noisy 
Miner colony has resulted in lesser small bird 

presence. At ‘Thornbill’, surveys held in 
September 2018 and May 2019 recorded 33 

species which makes a total of 55 species  
since take-up of the site. Most bird species, 
including the Buff-fronted Thornbill, are 
recorded on the western side of the site. 

Buff-rumped thornbills are resident on our Agnes 
Banks property, giving cause for us to name the 
property ‘Thornbill. Photo © Mark Fuller/CLC 
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Community Engagement & Volunteers 
 

CLC had 122 registered members in the 

2018/19 year.  

 

June 2019 saw the completion of the two years 

grant derived from the Commonwealth 

Government’s 20 Million Trees Scheme. 

Community Engagement was a significant part 

of the grant. In the two years of the grant 

project, CLC had 74 education & community 

events resulting in 2,332 members of the 

public participating in conservation initiatives 

on CLC properties. 

 

That is a large number of people trafficking 

what are intended to be flora and fauna 

habitats so a decision has been made to limit 

events to evaluate the effect of reduced 

people presence.   
 

Regular community engagement events such 

as bushcare, Streamwatch and bird surveys 

will continue and are open to the public. 

ClimateWatch is a national program of 

Earthwatch Australia, Bureau of Meteorology 

and University of Melbourne to better 

understand impacts of climate change on 

flora and fauna. ClimateWatch enables all 

Australians to be citizen scientists by 

collecting and recording data to help develop 

a scientific response to climate change. 

 

CLC has liaised with Earthwatch to establish 

ClimateWatch trails on our properties. Data 

is collected by volunteers, including school 

students. CLC held a workshop at Nepean 

Christian School and followed up with 3 

guided tours with students of that school in 

May 2019. Students collected data from the 

‘Wallaroo’ Education Trail and learned of the 

role of CLC in conservation.   
 
 

 

We continue our association with Cumberland 

Bird Observers Club (CBOC) and Blue 

Mountains Bird Observers (BMBO).  
 

Our facebook presence grows in interest 

with over 700 people now following. 
 

‘Wallaroo’ Interpretive Trail 
 

The 'Interpretative Education Trail' at 

‘Wallaroo’ continues to serve good 

purpose and has been absorbed into our 

ClimateWatch activities. 

 
 
 

 

The environmental education trail at ‘Wallaroo’ © 

Peter Ridgeway/CLC 

 

If you are interested in helping CLC protect & restore our environment please contact 

president@cumberlandlc.org.au or speak to any of our committee members.          
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Get Involved 
 
 
 

CLC’s work brings together a broad 

community of committed people who strive 

to secure and protect our natural 

environment. Supporters participate as 

financial donors, volunteers, pro bono service 

providers, partners and collaborators and all 

are fundamental to our success. 
 

NGO and Government 
 

CLC encourages partnerships with other NGOs 

and government agencies to deliver real 

conservation outcomes for Western Sydney. 

CLC extends its gratitude to the wonderful 

support of our past and current partners 

including Conservation Volunteers Australia, 

Greater Sydney Local Land Services, 

Commonwealth Department of Environment 

& Energy, the former Nature Conservation 

Trust of NSW and the NSW Environment 

Minister’s Conservation Fund and Landcare 

NSW. Together we have delivered best 

possible land management and conservation 

options for the Cumberland Plain. 
 

Corporate 
 

Our work offers an opportunity to provide 

cost-effective and meaningful change for 

Western Sydney's environment. CLC 

encourages corporate support for our 

conservation work and we are presently 

seeking new corporate partners. A diversity of 

opportunities are available including financial 

support, in-kind support, workplace 

volunteering and land negotiations. 

CLC expresses its heartfelt thanks to the 

ongoing corporate support provided by Apple 

Australia, Hally Labels, Nexius and TransGrid 

all of which has assisted in restoring the 

environment in Western Sydney. 
 

Schools and Educational Institutions 
 

CLC seeks involvement of schools and 

educational institutions in understanding the 

function of the nation's natural heritage and 

how the representation resting in Western 

Sydney can be assisted in function. CLC offers 

venues and trainers for education and 

on-ground experience to this end. CLC is a 

player in the Earthwatch driven citizen 

science schools program facilitating on-

site school-based science programs which 

contribute to scientific literature. 
 

Members & Volunteers 
 

None of CLC’s work would be possible 

without the dedication and expertise of our 

volunteer base. Whether visiting as a 

Landcare volunteer or assisting 

behind-the-scenes there are numerous 

opportunities to help protect and restore our 

local environment. Regular volunteer 

opportunities including Landcare and 

biodiversity survey & monitoring are 

advertised on the CLC webpage calendar. For 

other opportunities please contact us to 

discuss an opportunity that suits. 
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Finance & Governance Report 
 
 
CLC is a volunteer operated not-for-profit incorporated association and is registered as a charity 

with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission. 
 

Sources of income 2018/19 
 

Cash and Cash Equivalents – 30 June 2018 $109,989 

Grant funding – 2018/19 $344,695 

Membership fees (excludes carry-over 
memberships) 

$836 

Donations $2,490 

Reimbursement $1,600 

Interest $192 

Total $459,802 

 
 

Expenditure ($414,571) 
 

Greater Sydney Local Land Services Grant Funding 
 

The GSLLS grant for ‘Wombat’ regeneration and revegetation works was fully expended. The 

grant for Mulgoa Valley Vertebrate Pest Management is to be expended by 30 June 2020. A 

balance of $14,508 remains to be expended by then. 
 

‘Wombat’ Property Restoration Project 
 

CLC received $5,000 (GST excl.) from the NSW Environment Minister’s Discretionary Fund for 

works involving removal of Lantana and other invasive weeds. This project was completed in 

December 2018. 
 

NSW Landcare “Managing Established Pest Animals and Weeds” Project 
 

In effect, CLC managed this grant of $4,000 (GST excl.) from Landcare NSW to conduct a 

workshop on Feral Deer Control. CLC provided team members to organize the workshop 

including printing and catering costs. 
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Where CLC Invested in 2018/2019 
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Volunteer Profile  

 
Lisa Kemp 
 
“I enjoy doing Bushcare, and participating in the Streamwatch and more recently the ClimateWatch programs.  It 
gives me unique opportunities to regularly observe the plants, insects, birds and other animals up close and over 
the seasons. I've seen changes at 'Wallaroo' since we first visited the property, especially in the restoration of 
native plants along the riverbank, and am looking forward to continuing to contribute to Wallaroo's 
preservation. It's been interesting to visit the other CLC properties and see the variety of plant and animal 
communities represented there and to see how the CLC reserves could be part of a strategic wildlife corridor in 
western Sydney.” 
 
“As a member of CLC I have found an avenue to play a really worthwhile part in conserving our fast-disappearing 
native ecosystems in Western Sydney.”  
 
 

 

                                                                                    

Lisa, husband Owen and son William 
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